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[1] This paper gives the composition, energy spectra, and time 
variability of energetic ions measured just upstream of Europa. 
From 100 keV to 100 MeV, ion intensities vary by less than a 
factor of ~5 among Europa passes considered between 1997 and 
2000. We use the data to estimate the radiation dose rate into 
Europa's surface for depths 0.01 mm ~ 1 m. We find that in a 
critical fraction of the upper layer on Europa's trailing hemisphere, 
energetic electrons are the principal agent for radiolysis, and their 
bremsstrahlung photon products, not included in previous studies, 
dominate the dose below about 1 m. Because ion bombardment is 
more uniform across Europa 's surface, the radiation dose on the 
leading hemisphere is dominated by the proton flux. Differences 
exist between this calculation and published doses based on the E4 
wake pass. For instance, proton doses presented here are much 
greater below l mm. INDEX TERMS: 6218 Planetology: Solar 
System Objects: Jovian satellites; 5737 Planetology: Fluid Planets : 
Magnetospheres (2756); 2720 Magnetospheric Physics: Energetic 
particles, trapped 

1. Introduction 

(2] Since the discovery by Pioneer and Voyager of a hot plasma 
trapped in Jupiter's magnetosphere, there has been considerable 
interest in its effect on the surfaces of the icy Galilean satellites . 
Although it was suggested that the hemispheric differences in 
reflectance might be attributed to the plasma bombardment [see, 
e.g., Johnson et al., 1988], early emphasis was on atmospheric 
production by sputtering of surface materials [Lanzerotti el al. , 
1978; Brown et al. , 1982]. Recent spectral imaging of the moons 
by the Galileo spacecraft [McCord et al. , 1998] has focused our 
attention on the role charged particles play in modifying the 
reflectance properties of these satellites [Carlson et al. , 1999]. 
To quantify this process, estimates of the charged patticle bom
bardment rate have been made using Galileo data [Cooper et al., 
200 I; Paranicas et al. , 200 I]. Previous studies of the ions have 
used measurements taken in Europa's wake (E4) to estimate the 
radiation dose rate into Europa 's surface. Here we use data from 
very close upstream passes of Europa to describe both the 
population and time variability of the energetic ions . These data 
are then used to calculate that radiation dose rate which chemically 
modifies the surface producing, for instance, the sulfur cycle 
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[Carlson et al., 1999] and a tenuous oxygen atmosphere [Hall et 
al., 1998]. 

[3] Ip et al. [1998), Paranicas et al. [1999a, 1999b], and 
Cooper et al. [200 l] have all presented ion energy spectra based 
on data from the E4 encounter, which was a wake pass. Since the 
E4 analysis was done, we have modified our technique for 
computing the energy spectra of the heavy ions (see section 2). 
What is also unique to the spectra presented here is that they are all 
created from upstream data, allow for an estimate of time varia
bility, and, in one case, extend the energy range to several hundred 
MeV by adding Galileo Heavy Ion Counter (HIC) data to the 
Energetic Particles Detector (EPD) data. 

[4] In this work, we also present the dose rate at depth in ice for 
different particle species. Measured ion and electron intensities 
upstream of the satellite and a very simple picture of the satellite as 
electromagnetically inert, provide an upper limit on the flux of 
charged particles into Europa's surface. In reality, the electro
magnetic picture is more complicated [Kivelson et al., 1999], and 
the upstream flux , which actually reaches the surface, is a function 
of particle species, energy, pitch, and phase angle. Since these 
measurements are made very close to the satellite, the dose rates 
calculated here are the best possible estimate without explicitly 
including the local fields and tracking ions to the surface. 

2. Energy Spectra 

(s] In this section we discuss how the data are fit. The 
encounters considered occurred at a variety of Jovian local times 
and positions relative to the cutTent sheet: near the center (E 12), 
above it (E 19), and well below it (E26). Figure 1 shows total 
intensity (ions/cm2-s-sr-keV) as a function of energy for the 
dominant ions considered (protons, oxygen, and sulfur). Fits in 
this figure are not extrapolated, instead they begin at nominal 
instrument threshold energies for each species. EPD individual and 
total ion count rates and HIC oxygen intensities were simulta
neously fit. A separate fit function for each major species has been 
used with the functional form 

( 1) 

Here c, kT, Er, 'Y" and 'Y2 are free parameters, E is the particle 
energy,) is the intensity. We have found that helium is an important 
minor constituent (~LO% of the smaller of oxygen or sulfur 
intensity), and Maclennan el al. [200 l] suggest that sodium too is 
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Figure 1. Energy spectrum fit to data taken during the E 12 
encounter. Individual curves show protons (gray solid line), 
oxygen (black solid line), and sulfur (dashed). HIC data from the 
El2 encounter are included (circles) with error bars. 

routinely detected at low intensities, but this ion was not included 
in our fits. The EPD data used here are from the El2 encounter on 
day 350 of 1997 from 1216- 1221 UT (hereafter, 1997- 350 
1216- 1221 UT). The EPD data have been corrected for 
penetrating particles and instrument degradation over the mission 
lifetime. As in earlier work, penetrating particles were subtracted 
from the raw counts by using rates in sectors that are shielded. In 
addition, we have discovered from the pulse-height analysis matrix 
that individual ion channel counts have been degraded over the 
mission lifetime. Finally, we have set kT0 x = kT.0 , based on 
empirical studies of the channels. We omit the details for brevity, 

but note that these corrections were not included in the E4 analysis 
presented by Ip el al. [ 1998] and Cooper el al. [200 l ]; these 
changes may account, for instance, for the much higher intensities 
in energetic oxygen reported here. 

[6] The HIC data obtained during this time period are somewhat 
limited statistically but oxygen intensities from several energy 
intervals were obtained. There intensities were calculated using 
the raw event data (rather than the rate data), which allows various 
requirements to be imposed in order to reduce background con
tributions. The resulting oxygen and sulfur fits given here are in 
good agreement with a similar fit to the El2 data given by 
Mac/e1111a11 el al. [2001]. Individual points and error bars for 
EPD are not displayed because total ion count rates are routinely 
fit using a sum of individual ion contributions [see Paranicas el al. , 
l 999b for details]. 

[7] In the same vein as in Figure I, we fit Europa EPD data 
from other encounters. The results are presented in Figure 2. Fits 
are presented for four time periods: El2 (repeated from Figure I), 
E 19 ( 1999-032 020 l - 0205 UT and 0225 - 0228 UT), and E26 
(2000-003 1745 - 1750 UT). Error bars are drawn on the 1999-032 
0201 - 0205 UT fit only. Here the error bars were created by 
varying the initial conditions of the fits and the efficiency uncer
tainties of some low-energy total ion channels. This was done to 
illustrate the variability of the fit procedure. For instance, the large 

·error bars at low energy in the middle and right-hand panels 
indicate the lack of individual heavy ion coverage at low energies. 
Also, to compare intensities across species, we extrapolated the 
heavy ion fits down to 20 keV, accounting for the large differences 
among fits below ~ l 00 keV. We note, for instance, that the 
energetic oxygen fits are all in good agreement with the fit 
including HIC data. 

[8] Where we have good coverage of individual species, at 
lower energies for protons, and higher energies for oxygen and 

(c) 
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Figure 2. Intensity (in ions/cm2-s-sr-ke V) versus energy for several Europa encounters: E 12 (dashed), E 19-020 I (solid), E 19-0224 
(dash-dot), E26 (dash-dot-dot-dot). Panels are (a) protons, (b) oxygen, and (c) sulfur. Uncertainty is represented by error bars on the El9-
0201 curves. Data coverage begins at tens of keV and extends to above I 00 MeV. 
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Figure 3. Dose rate (rad-HzO/sec) versus depth curves for, in 
order of decreasing dose, electrons, protons, oxygen, and sulfur 
based on El2 spectra given in Figure 1 and electrons from 
Paranicas et al. [2001). 

sulfur, the fits from the different time periods fall near one 
another. This is surprising because the source of heavy ions at 
Io's exosphere is variable, the transport mechanism of the ions is 
influenced by magnetospheric activity, the measurements are 
made at different local times and locations relative to the current 
sheet, and the count rates have been corrected to varying degrees 
over the mission. 

3. Dose Rate Into Surface 

[9] In this section we discuss the radiation dose rate into water 
ice, based on the fits to the ion data presented in the previous 
section. If we assume these distributions in the near upstream 
region are also present on magnetic field lines connected to 
Europa, then it is straightforward to calculate the rate of energy 
deposition at the surface: 

P = 11 J J(E) E dE. (2) 

A similar formula was used in Para11icas et al. [200 l] for 
electrons. Unlike the energetic electrons, the keV ion fluxes to the 
trailing hemisphere are only a few times larger than that to the 
leading [Pospieszalska and Joh11so11 , 1989). For the more energetic 
ions considered here, which cause radiation effects at depth, the 
flux difference is much smaller. Therefore, we assume to first order 
that the energetic ions deposit energy nearly uniformly over the 
surface. 

[10] From the ion fits given above, we find the average power 
per unit area (in W /m2

) at the surface, integrated between 10 ke V -
10 MeV total energy, is, Pp = 0.012 (±0.0076), P0 x = 0.0025 
(±0.0012), and Psu = 0.0048 (±0.0017). For comparison, we found 
P = 0.057 W/m2 for electrons in the same energy range [see 
Paranicas et al., 2001). Figure 2 of that 2001 paper correctly gives 
this value as the maximum electron rate even though we acciden
tally omitted the " 211" in the corresponding equation. These ion 
rates would be 15 - 20% larger if we extended the energy range to 
100 MeV. We emphasize that ifthe entire upstream ion population 
in the energy range of interest here does reach Europa's surface, it 
deposits less energy per unit time than the electrons. 

[11) The charge state of the incident 0 and S ions will affect 
how and where their energy will be deposited in the material , and 
into which molecule the ion becomes incorporated as it comes to 
rest. The effect of the charge state is expected to be most 
pronounced for ions having a total kinetic energy comparable to 
the energy needed to fully ionize the ion. For 0 and S this is on the 

order of a few keV. An ion with this kinetic energy will stop within 
the first micron of the ice material. 

[1 2) In addition to estimating the ion power reaching the surface, 
it makes sense to consider fu11her how the energy is deposited at 
depth. Figure 3 shows the computed dose in a water ice surface with 
dose rate given in rads/s (I rad = 100 erg/gm) . The computation 
includes only the ionizing dose, or energy transferred to the ice via 
ionization of its constituent atoms. Ionization will be the dominant 
mechanism for energy transfer at penetration depths considered here 
(larger than 10 microns). An adjoint Monte Carlo radiation transport 
computer code was used for the dose computation (T. Jordan, 
Novice radiation transport software, version update in 2000). The 
inflection in the uppermost curve near l 00 mm indicates the depth at 
which the bremsstrahlung photons begin to be dominant. 

[13) The electron dose rates in Figure 3 are somewhat smaller 
than, but within a factor of 3 of, our previous estimate [Paranicas 
et al., l 999a] based on the model of Divine and Garrell [ 1983]; the 
proton curves in the two calculations are almost identical. In our 
earlier presentation, we also calculated dose vs. depth for a fit to 
the E4 data in which we extrapolated the proton spectrum far above 
the EPD range to tens of GeV energies, based on our estimate of 
the proton spectrum in the heliosphere at 5 AU. The reason for 
doing that was a lack of new data on 100 MeV to 100 GeV proton 
intensities. The major difference between Figure 3 and that result is 
the previous proton doses were more than an .order of magnitude 
larger below I 0 mm and dominated the dose below about l m. 

[14] Cooper et al. [2001) have also published an estimate of 
the radiation accumulation time for a fit to the E4 data at smaller 
depths. Converting their numbers to rads/s in the range of depth 
overlap reveals the following. Electron doses are almost identical 
down to the range they report. Our proton doses are larger by 
about an order of magnitude at l mm and about 2 orders of 
magnitude at 10 mm. Our calculation for the E 19-020 l protons 
(not shown) are also smaller than the one presented in Figure 3, 
with the E 19 proton doses a factor of 4 smaller at 1 mm and a 
factor of 2 smaller at l 0 mm. A chief reason for the discrepancies 
among all these calculations is the energy spectrum used. For 
example, comparing the E 12 spectrum presented here to the E4 
one [Cooper et al., 2001], El2 proton intensities are greater 
above 10 MeV. These protons have mean ranges beginning at 
about I mm. Differences in the fit procedures, the use of wake 
vs. upstream data , the time variability effects on the spectra, and 
different models for calculating the dose at depth all contribute to 
the range in values . 

4. Discussion 

[1 s] In this work, we have assumed that ions precipitate uni
formly over Europa 's surface. This is because an EPD ion 's bounce 
time should well exceed the time its guiding center magnetic field 
spends in the vicinity of Europa. This would create a situation in 
which trapped ions precipitate onto Europa 's surface in a continu
ous way, coming from high magnetic latitudes. We can estimate the 
sputtering rate over the whole surface using the E 12 fit and an up
to-date yield function for incident oxygen and sulfur ions on water 
ice (www.people.virginia.edu/-rej) . Integrating over the energy 
range, 103 - 106 eV/amu , we find that ~3 x 10z4 water mole
cules/s are liberated by the action of protons, ~4 x 10z6 from 
oxygen ions, and ~2 x I oz7 from sulfur ions. This ignores the 
enhancements due to surface temperature and the decomposition by 
the electrons and ions that leads to the release of Hz and Oz. 

[16] The results here confirm that when upstream fluxes of 
ions and electrons have access to the surface, electrons are a 
principal chemical agent for the range of depths discussed here, 
i.e., 0.01 mm - 1 m. Our calculations also show that below about 
1 m, bremsstrahlung photons dominate the dose. In a recent 
paper, we suggested that as flux tubes carry plasma past Europa, 
they lose the vast majority of energetic electrnns to the trailing 
hemisphere. Energetic ions, on the other hand, produce a much 
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more uniform dose to the satellite 's whole surface. A conse
quence is that radiolysis of the leading hem isphere of Europa will 
be dominated by the ion dose rate given in Figure 3. Therefore, 
we predict a smaller total dose of radiation at various depths on 
the leading hemisphere than on the trailing one. Since exogenous 
processes play a role in the observed global differences between 
the leading and trailing hemispheres, the chemist1y with these 
differential radiation agents and doses now needs to be deter
mined. 

(17] Acknowledgments. The research presented here was carried out 
under contracts between NASA and the various member institutions. 
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